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Elation Lighting Enhances Theatrical Experience at Colorado’s The Classical
Academy
Second Opinion Audio chooses all LED lighting system for award-winning school’s new
performing arts auditorium
The Classical Academy (TCA) in Colorado Springs recently debuted its new performing arts
auditorium with a production of “The Little Mermaid” enhanced by an all LED Elation Professional
lighting system designed and installed by Second Opinion Audio.
Second Opinion Audio designed all of the audio, lighting, video and motor control systems for the
new performing arts space. “This is a total state-of-the-art system and we needed to have the
lighting system reflect that,” said Second Opinion Audio founder Bob Langlois. “LED was the
direction we wanted to go for maximum flexibility for the client. There is no other auditorium of
this size that can claim this technology.”

The Elation lighting rig is made up of both dedicated white light luminaires (24 WW Profile™ warmwhite ellipsoidal spots, 12 DTW Par 300™ variable white LED Par lights) and full color LED lights (22
Colour 5 Profile™ LED ellipsoidal spots, 10 SixBar 1000™ LED battens). A pair of Antari F4 Fazers™ is
used for atmospheric effects and mid-air canopy projection. The full theatrical lighting system is
spread across three electrics and was designed by Second Audio’s Terry Taylor, who decided
specifically on the Elation fixtures to fit the school’s needs.
Designed and built from the ground up, the new performing arts space was completed in time for
the school’s fall presentation of “The Little Mermaid.”
“TCA is thrilled to have a new auditorium with state-of-the-art lighting and sound,” comments Kaye
VonKessel, TCA’s Theater Director. “We just finished our first musical, The Little Mermaid, in the
new space. It was a very colorful production and the new lighting system really enhanced our stage

presence. We are also grateful for all the LED lights since they don’t produce heat like a regular
light system would. I received so many comments from our audience saying what a treat it was to
have our own auditorium. The sound and lighting just enhance the experience for our audience.”
The Classical Academy is the largest K-12 brick and mortar charter school in Colorado with over
3800 students on three campuses in seven programs. The award-winning TCA program not only
offers a classically-oriented, quality education that develops exemplary citizens, it does it without
the staggering tuition that private schools command.
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About Elation Professional
Elation designs and manufactures a comprehensive range of innovative lighting and video products known for their
excellent efficiency and outstanding performance. As a company in expansion with a presence in a growing variety of
market segments, chances are you’ve experienced Elation lighting at a concert, special event, TV, theater, late night
venue, House of Worship, theme park, cruise ship, exhibition, architectural space or elsewhere. For more information,
please visit www.elationlighting.com
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